Introduction: the enigmatic Frederick William I
Scholars have recognized the signifi cance of the court in early modern Europe since Norbert Elias's The Court Society made its great impact in the 1970s and 1980s.
1 Elias's foundational work explained the political usefulness of opulent baroque courts and argued that the court was indispensable as a 'fi lter' between the monarch and his country. Elias' basic argument has since been generally accepted as one of the basic tenets of early modern European history, but the utility of a magnificent court was already understood in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries.
2 By the early eighteenth century, various writers explained the court's functions quite explicitly. Indeed, the norms of monarchical representation and court ceremony had become so standardized by this period that contemporaries could write exhaustive 'scientifi c' volumes about court fêtes and courtly behavior.
3 A central proposition at the time -and in modern scholarship -was that the court allowed a monarch to portray himself as he wished foreigners and his subjects to perceive him. Typically a monarch used emblems, architecture, festivals, artwork, ceremonies and other means to represent his legitimacy, magnifi cence, power and glory. This article explores some of the implications and limits of such monarchical representation by closely examining one exceptional case. 4 Courts were also understood as centers of power and communication, and as clearinghouses for patronage and information that provided a vital locus for informal governance. Current scholarship takes up these themes, which will be touched on below. However, this article concentrates on addressing the issues raised by monarchical representation at early modern courts.
